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Abstract
We briefly review some recent developments on cryogenic detectors whose response is not
entirely limited in speed by heat or phonon propagation through a macroscopic medium.
Two subjects are dealt with: a) the use of superheated superconducting granules (SSG)
for nucleus recoil detection (dedicated to low energy neutrinos and WIMP dark matter);
b) a possible new generation of devices eventually able to perform particle identification
(therefore improving background rejection), through simultaneous measurement of ioniza-
tion and heat: luminescent bolometer, calorimetric ionization detector.

Talk given at the TAUP Workshop on Underground Physics, l'Aquila September 25-28,
1989.
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1. SUPERHEATED SUPERCONDUCTING GRANULES (SSG)

A brief introduction to SSG detectors has been given elsewhere1'. The use of such
devices for nucleus recoil was first proposed in the case of solar neutrinos2' and subsequently
for WIMP dark matter3'. Reactor experiments are also a possible domain of applicability,
where SSG would be sensitive to all kinds of neutrinos and antineutrinos. The large cross
sections due to coherent scattering allow for comparatively small detectors (in the 1-10
Kg range), in the case of low energy neutrinos and for a large family of WIMPs.

Solar neutrino detection requires grains as small as possible (1 /im diameter seems to
be a limit for Al or Zn due to the value of the coherence length of these superconductors),
in order to be sensitive to very small energy deposition (10 eV average recoil for an Al
nucleus hit by a 300 keV neutrino), whereas a dark matter experiment would involve larger
recoil energies (between 100 eV and 100 keV) and could therefore use larger granules. As
explained in 1), a crucial parameter is the width of the superheating curve of a SSG colloid.

Fig. 1 shows Al powder sieved by centrifugation in air4' to 0 (diameter) < 4 /j.m ,
and commercial Zn powder of 4 /tm average diameter. Centrifugation in air allows for
selection down to 0 < 1 /um . Fig. 2 shows4' the superheating curve of 12 //m < 0 <
20 nm Al SSG colloid in GE 7031 varnish, as well as an irradiated superheating curve for
the same sample using a 109Cd source (/?'s and 7's of E < 88 keV). The broadness of the
superheating curve is obviously a bad feature, and limits sensitivity in spite of the large
gap in H0 produced by irradiation. Results from single grain experiments s) are shown in
Fig. 3 , exhibiting the allowed threshold in magnetic field (AH/H , i.e. the relative gap
in H0) as a function of the energy deposition per unit volume. The results are compatible
with a global heating mechanism, where thermalization of the whole grain occurs before
the phase transition starts irreversibly. The result of Fig. 2b shows the same trend. Such
figures are not encouraging for solar neutrino detection, as the electronic signal produced
by a 0 « 1 pm grain seems very difficult to detect. The search for WIMP dark matter can
be made with larger grains, but the lack of energy resolution is another serious drawback.

The situation may be improved by the "micro-avalanche" mechanism1', where the
transition of a single grain is expected to release latent heat in the SSG colloid, leading to
further flips in a short period of time. Besides the amplification effect, linearity may be
restaured in such a way. In the limit of very small grains, only two extensive quantities are
available for a mathematical description of the process: a) the recoil energy ER ; b) the total
volume V/ijp of flipping grains. They must be proportional to eachother irrespectively of the
details of the dynamics: V//,p oc E^ . Another equation following from purely dimensional
considerations in such a limit is: r (radius reached by the "micro-avalanche") oc Ep and
T (signal risetime) oc E^ . The existence of localized thermal avalanches seems to have
been confirmed by several experiments 4^6'-7' using different materials (Sn, Al, Zn...) at
operating temperatures below 1 K . Fig. 4a shows an "avalanche" signal observed with
a colloid of 0 m e a n ~ 4 /mi HEUBACH Zn grains, at T ~ 50 mK 6 ' . The distribution of
"avalanche" signals in applied field yielded an "avalanche" superheating curve similar to
the superheating curves usually obtained from single grain flips (Fig. 4b). It is not yet
clear whether the recently discovered effect can be controlled for practical uses.

Another way to improve the signal/energy performance of SSG detectors would be to



Fig. 1 - a (left): ECKART-WERKE aluminium grains sieved to 0 < 4 ^m from 4); b
(right): HEUBACH superfine zinc powder. In both cases the mark is 10 /zm .
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Fig. 2 - 12 fim < O < 20 /ira aluminium grains: a (left): differential superheating
curve; b (right): irradiated superheating curve using a 109Cd source. From 4).
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Fig. 3 - Results from single grain irradiation5' exhibiting the maximum allowed gap in
magnetic field AH/Hjfc in terms of energy deposition per unit volume, a (left): aluminium
grains; b (right): zinc grains.
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Fig. 4 - Results on avalanche phenomena for superfine zinc powder at 14% filling
factor in volume in varnish GE 7031 6>. a (left): an "avalanche" signal, its amplitude is
much larger and the risetime much longer than any possible signal from a single grain
flip (not expected to be detectable with the electronics used); b (right): the "avalanche"
superheating curve obtained from the same SSG colloid at T ~ 50 mK (20 sweeps in
magnetic field added).



use type I superconductors with lower critical temperature. With a similar gap AH/H ,
and taking the empirical law: Hc oc Tc , it is easy to check that the signal/energy ratio:
A$/Eft (A$ = signal in magnetic flux) improves at least like T j 1 . More than an order
of magnitude would then be gained in sensitivity with respect to Al or Zn using materials
with lower Tc (W, Be or well suited metallic compounds). The same consideration holds
for the indium experiment1' if pure indium is replaced by In2Au (Tc = 207 mK , n = 0.07).

2. NFW BOLOMETERS FOR PARTICLE IDENTIFICATION

The low event rate expected for certain dark matter candidates (e.g. galactic photinos)
and the difficulty to lower radioactive background to such counting levels, have led to the
proposal8*'9' of devices able to distinguish between a nucleus recoil and a low energy 0 or
7 trough simultaneous measurement of ionization and heat.

The first possibility is based on scintillation, as the light yield of low energy nuclei is
known10' to decrease with the charge of the nucleus (Fig. 5) and the scintillation yield of
recoiling protons has been investigated11' down to very low speed (Fig. 6). Low tempera-
ture scintillation has been studied for several materials. The light yield of BGO increases
with decreasing temperature (Fig. 7a) , whereas the fluorescence decay time also increases
(Fig. 7b) and according to existing models is expected to tend to ~ 200 pis at very low
T12 '. The light yield and decay time of cerium luminescence are known to be rather stable
between room temperature and T ~ 1.4 K . It may also happen that compounds not ex-
hibiting luminescence at room temperature become good luminophores at lower T . This
is the case for lead molybdate PbMoO4

13' (Fig. 8). The idea of simultaneously measuring
heat and light yield leads to the proposal of a luminescent bolometer8' (Fig. 9).

The second idea, which has already produced significant results, is the direct detection
of ionization at very low T (calorimetric ionization detector9'-14'). Fig. 10a shows a
scheme of the device used, and Fig. 10b a signal from an a particle obtained with the help
of a 1000 V bias voltage. The risetime is less than 100 ps .
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Fig. 5 (left) - Scintillation light yield from nuclei, as compared to protons and to a
calibration 7 source. The scintillator is NaI:Tl10).

Fig. 6 (right) - Light yield from a low speed proton (/3 = v/c) in a plastic scintillator11 '.
The fit uses Lindhard's theory for ionization and a threshold factor F^c (/3) •
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Fig. 7-Temperature dependence of BGO luminescence: a (left): light emission spectra;
b (right): fluorescence decay time. From 12).
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Fig. 8 (left): Temperature dependence of lead molybdate fluorescence13*.
Fig. 9 (right): A scheme of the proposed luminescent bolometer8*.
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Fig. 10 - The calorimetric ionization detector9*, a (left): scheme of the device; b (right):
signal from an a particle at 1000 V bias voltage.


